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H I S TO RY & C I V I L I Z AT I O N S

H I S TO RY & C I V I L I Z AT I O N S

PASTEUR & KOCH: THE RACE
AGAINST MICROBES 2x45’, 52’ & 90’
Tuberculosis, cholera, rabies, tetanus or
diphtheria… All these deadly diseases
have obsessed two rivals for a lifetime:
Robert Koch and Louis Pasteur. Discover
how they revolutionized microbiology
and medicine.

BATTLE ON THE FRONTLINE,
MAGINOT VS SIEGFRIED 52’
Discover how Line Siegfried and Line
Maginot protected Germany and France
during World War II by using modern
technologies. A fight between the two
most sophisticated defense systems at
the time.

JEWS IN VICHY: FROM EXCLUSION
TO DEPORTATION 52’
1942: Almost 80,000 French Jews are
arrested, following the orders of Adolf
Hitler and Vichy. From the Vel’ d’Hiv
Roundup to Auschwitz, thanks to the most
recent historiography and reenactment,
plunge into the making of the Holocaust.

THE ACES’ WAR
2x52’

Discover the Great War seen from above,
alongside the greatest aces of aviation.
This docudrama shines the spotlight on
these men and the exploits that made them
international stars during a key period in
aviation history from 1914 to 1918.

VERDUN, THE BATTLE OF THE
GREAT WAR 52’ & 90’
100 years after the end of WWI, relive
the longest, bloodiest and mostferocious battle of the Great War,
alongside the men who lived it, through
their personal archives.

MEMORIES OF A NAZI CAMP
52’

Known as a full-scale laboratory for
Nazi doctors, the Natzweiler-Struthof
camp has been erased from historical
memory. Who were the torturers who
ran it? What really went on in this hidden
place? The last survivors shed light on
this dark chapter of history.
Screening Room:www.zed.fr

FORTS OF VERDUN, A MILITARY
CHESS GAME 52’
With 38 forts at stake, Verdun was a highly
strategic place during WWI. Through rare
archives, 3D animations and interviews of
historians and scientists, this documentary
plunges us inside the walls of these coveted
fortifications from a fresh perspective.

ARIBERT HEIM: THE DR. DEATH
OF MAUTHAUSEN 52’
Autumn 1941: An Austrian doctor is
assigned to the Mauthausen Camp, where
he will murder in a few weeks hundreds of
inmates through horrific experiments. This
is the chilling story of one of the world’s
most wanted Nazis, who ultimately
managed to escape justice.

THE WHEELS OF POWER:
HISTORY OF OFFICIAL CARS 52’
From Hitler’s luxurious Mercedes 770 to
Trump’s ultra-secure limo «the Beast»,
take a look at official state cars that
have marked history. Propaganda tool or
symbol of power, they played a key role
for their owner and sometimes saved
their life.

THE HIDDEN SIDE OF
WORLD WAR II 3x52’
More than 70 years after the end of
the world’s deadliest war, grey areas
still remain. Thanks to colorized archive
footage, testimonies of survivors, and
interviews of renowned historians, this
ambitious documentary series sheds the
light on stories previously untold.

THE HOLY RELICS: THE QUEST

52’

For centuries, researchers, historians and
enthusiasts have been searching for the
last relics of Jesus Christ. But do these Holy
artifacts really exist? Plunge into the heart
of a captivating investigation between
archeology, history and mysticism.

THE SECRET VERSAILLES OF
MARIE ANTOINETTE 52’ & 90’ 4K
Marie Antoinette’s myth has often obscured
the reality. With the restoration of her
favorite hideaway to its former glory, this
docudrama proposes an intimate portrait of
a «too-modern woman» for her time.
With the support of the Creative Europe
program of the European Union

BROKEN ARROWS, THE LOST
BOMBS OF THE COLD WAR 2x52’
Along with contemporary protagonists and
historians, this documentary looks back
at four emblematic nuclear accidents that
have been classified as official secrets. Now
published, the files show how the relentless
standoff between two superpowers led us
to the brink of obliteration.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO
ROSEMARY KENNEDY? 52’
In 1941, JFK’s sister, Rosemary, mysteriously
disappeared from public sight after a
lobotomy ordered by her own father. For
the first time, this film explores what has
remained to this day the Kennedy family’s
darkest secret.
By Patrick Jeudy

SACRED SPACES

4x52’ & 4x90’ 4K

By revealing the secrets of the world’s
greatest monuments, this blue-chip series
tells the history of humankind, of our faith
and our genius as builders. Embark on a
journey through time and geography to
discover the story of our quest for the divine.
Screening Room:www.zed.fr

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

ISRAEL, A TWICE PROMISED LAND
2x52’

Revisit the first two decades of Israel, as
seen by both Israelis and Arabs, to mark the
70th year of existence of the Hebrew State.
Twenty critical years to understand the
origin of a conflict still making headlines.
By William Karel

THE AMERICAN DREAMS
OF BOBBY KENNEDY 52’
50 years after Bobby Kennedy’s
assassination, discover an unprecedented
portrait of a man who left an indelible
mark on American politics.
By Patrick Jeudy

C R E AT I V E D O C S

THE REAL THING: REAL LIFE
IN A COPYCAT WORLD 52’ 4K
The Eiffel Tower, the Taj Mahal, the
Vatican… All these iconic monuments have
replicas scattered around the globe. Take a
trip to a copy of our world, and meet the
people who bring these places to life.
Selected at Hot Docs 2018

AQUARIUM MEGASTRUCTURE:
NAUSICAÁ 52’
INSIDE EUROPE’S LARGEST FISH TANK
Equipped with a main basin as large as four
Olympic swimming pools, Nausicaá is Europe’s
biggest aquarium. From its architecture to the
logistics of bringing in hundreds more species,
plunge into an immersive journey into this
exceptional project.

LIVING UNIVERSE
4x52’ 4K

With breathtaking CGI and alongside the
world’s most inspiring scientists, this series
takes us aboard the next generation of
spaceships to discover the planets beyond
our solar system.
With the support of the Creative Europe
program of the European Union

UNCHARTED MADAGASCAR:
A REFUGE FOR BIODIVERSITY 52’
A team of scientists embarks on a unique
expedition to the Makay Massif, an
unexplored territory. By exploring this
remote mineral labyrinth, they aim to
discover endemic species and obtain
recognition as a Protected Area.

CITIES UNDER RESCUE
3x45’ New Eps!

How can Tokyo survive sitting on some
of the most seismically active rock on the
planet? How do engineers try to protect
NYC from what created it: water? Discover
the technological innovations developed
to save cities from disappearing.
Eps: Venice / Tokyo / New York

THE SECRET HISTORY OF OUR
EVOLUTION 2x52’ 4K
Discover the spectacular and surprising
history of our organs. From our DNA to
our brain, through our eyes, this extensive
exploration shows us how our body
shaped, evolved and adapted through time.

LEONARDO: THE MYSTERY OF
THE LOST PORTRAIT 52’ & 90’ 4K
500 years after the death of Leonardo
da Vinci, plunge into the heart of a
captivating scientific investigation to
discover a painting that may be an
unknown self-portrait of the artist.
With the support of the Creative Europe
program of the European Union

SOLAR ODYSSEY
52’

Come behind the scenes of two upcoming
missions: The NASA’s Parker Solar Probe
and ESA’s Solar Orbiter. Their voyage into
space will take us closer to the sun than ever,
to resolve decades-old questions about the
inner workings of our nearest star.

FACTUAL

48H UNDER SUSPICION
6x52’

Six episodes, six custodies of 48 hours,
and a lot of murders. Based on testimonies
of lawyers, magistrates and policemen,
this series uses immersive reenactments
to relive the crucial moment of custody.

Screening Room:www.zed.fr

AMBER ALERT
6x52’

Plunge into six children kidnapping cases
and explore from the inside a unique and
colossal system: The AMBER Alert.

I N V E S T I G AT I O N & P O L I T I C S

THE INTERPOL CASE
52’ & 90’

Can one of the regulatory authorities
of our states be financed by private
funds? This captivating investigation
lifts the lid on one of the most secretive
organization’s funding.

A R T & C U LT U R E

1968, PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTS
52’

Rediscover the milestones of 1968
through timeless photos. Photographers,
curators and photo-reporters gives
us their feeling about these striking
snapshots.

LE CORBUSIER EFFECT

52’

Thanks to interviews of specialists and
people who experienced living in his
buildings, this documentary sheds some light
on Le Corbusier’s spirit and way of thinking,
presenting his vision behind his creations.

THE ORDINARY HEROES
52’ 4K

Instead of running away when faced with
dangerous situations, some people act
bravely. What mechanism turns them into
true heroes? Alongside a psychologist and
neuroscientist, meet these men and women
and discover what allows them to switch
from the ordinary to the extraordinary.

BEHIND THE ARTIST

4x52’

A collection of portraits of great painters,
architects and photographers along with
their masterpieces, as you’ve never seen
them before.

PETER FALK VERSUS COLUMBO
52’

Embark on a journey in the footsteps of
the man behind the character. A riveting
documentary that pays tribute to the
immortal character of Columbo to mark
the 50th anniversary of the TV show.

Screening Room:www.zed.fr

TRUMP: ANATOMY OF A MAN
2x52’

Who really is Donald Trump? By exploring
his personal history, the workings of his
personality, the flaws and weaknesses
he hides but also his qualities, this
documentary provides a unique portrait of
this man to understand how he got there.

ISRAEL, STORIES OF MODERN
DAYS 52’
2018 marks the 70th anniversary of the
creation of Israel. But what remains of the
hope for a peaceful Jewish State? Israeli
writers - Amos Oz, Etgar Keret, Zeruya
Shalev… - speak out and offer a striking
portrait of their country.
By William Karel

SOULAGES, MASTER OF
BLACK AND LIGHT 52’
Living legend of abstract art, Soulages
reveals himself from a new perspective.
Testimonies and archives unveil the
power of his paintings, reminding us the
timelessness of his «Beyond Black».

SOUNDS OF THE ALHAMBRA
52’

Through the musical work of famous
composers, discover the history of
the Alhambra, a true architectural
masterpiece, symbol of an eternal Spain.

WONDERS OF MEN

THE SECRET LIFE OF LAKES
10x52’ New Eps!

15x26’ 4K

Each episode invites us to spend a day in a sacred monument to explore the world’s
most remarkable religious constructions’ history, architecture and rituals, alongside the
people who keep it alive.

DISCOVERY

A WORLD OF COLOURS

12x52’ 4K New Eps (Australia)!

How about travelling the world through
colours? Embark on a world tour (China,
Colombia, Australia) and explore countries’
culture, history, traditions and landscapes
through this original prism.

MYTHICAL ROADS
61x52’ New Eps!

Old or new, deserted or crowded, some
roads are paved with legends. This series
casts a new light on these roads through
the eyes of the men and women who
continue to sustain the legends.

N AT U R A L H I S TO RY

DISCOVERY

A R T & C U LT U R E

CONNECTING TRADITIONS
12x52’ New Eps!

How do people pass on their knowledge
to protect and safeguard their culture and
identity from generation to generation?
New Eps: Costa Rica / Latvia / Cambodia

PEOPLE OF THE SEA

20x26’

Travel around the globe and meet the
last traditional fishermen who live
between land and sea. On their boat or
in their floating village, they share with
us their daily life and their beliefs.

Screening Room:www.zed.fr

HIDDEN TREASURES OF OCEANIA:
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 52’
Discover a country of a thousand
cultures, through three moving stories: a
scientist who explores the canopy from
his balloon, a man who tries to help his
village out of isolation thanks to coffee
production, and the symbolic rite of two
boys passing through adulthood.

TIBET, THE PATH TO WISDOM

52’

A Buddhist nun embarks on a quest
across the legendary Tibetan mountains
to reconnect with her ancestral traditions.
A spiritual journey in the breathtaking
scenery of the Himalayan environment.

Head off to discover magnificent locations
and five new lakes hiding the key to
understanding the Earth’s mysteries:
Chilika in India, Skadar in the Balkans, the
Rift Valley Lakes in Tanzania, Saimaa Lake in
Finland, and General Carrera in Patagonia.

FOR DOG’S SAKE
52’

Following the steps of Gabin, a fiveyear-old dog, from the shelter to its
new home, this documentary explores
the millenary and unique bond existing
between dogs and humans.

THE KILL
52’ 4K

This blue-chip documentary captures a
behavior rarely seen until now: the epic
battle between the lionesses and the
local giraffe population in Tanzania.

UNDER
THE POLE
THE
SECRET
LIFE OF LAKES
4x52’ New
10x52’
NewEps!
Eps!
A team of adventurers takes us on an
expedition to explore the sea depths all
around the world. To reach this goal, they
will be surrounded by a team of experts. A
fabulous human and scientific adventure
that immerses us into the unknown.

OF FORESTS AND MEN
6x52’

Plunge into the microcosm of Europe’s
most emblematic forests and discover
the beauty of an untamed environment
as the seasons come and go.

THE LAST GIRAFFE
52’ 4K

Kenya, 2050: the last giraffe just died.
Travel through time and follow the
footsteps of Twiga, one of the last baby
giraffes.

Screening Room:www.zed.fr

ANIMALS
ATLIFE
NIGHT
THE
SECRET
OF LAKES
52’
10x52’
New Eps!
Are all cats grey in the dark? Not really!
Tracking the escapades of animals in
the darkness, catch a glimpse of an
unimagined world that the very latest
technology brings into light.

PATAGONIA PARK,
A JOURNEY INTO THE WILD 52’
Embark on a journey to Chile and
discover a unique park. Alongside those
who created this haven of peace, we
observe endangered species that have
been reintroduced into their original
habitat. A breathtaking voyage into a
unique natural heritage.

THE LAST REFUGE
52’ 4K

A wildlife documentary that reveals the
survival strategies developed by the
animals of the Savannah. To tackle the
drought and the lack of food, they have
to share the same territory, on the banks
of the Ruaha river.

